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Rendacium - Press Release 

Following on from the release of their last single ‘Love Me For a Day', Rendacium are 
excited to give fans the next instalment from their upcoming debut album with the release 
of new single Wrong Words.


Drummer, Louis Dawn, quotes: “This one is about how we talk ourselves into situations 
that we don’t actually wanna be in. Then get that realisation when it’s too late of, ‘f**k… 
how do I always end up here? It’s such a fun song and we’re so excited to see what 
people think of it” 


“Don’t wanna give in to my temptations, 
Misunderstanding the wrongs from my rights,
It’s only adding to my frustration,
‘Cause I know where this is heading tonight ”

Prior to its release, the band surprised five of their fans to have an exclusive listen to the 
new track and the response it’s had has been amazing. With one fan quoting “BOOOM!! 
This is what we need these days!!! So uplifting and positive” and another quoting “I think 
this is your [Rendacium’s] best song yet”. 

Despite all the setbacks during 2020, Rendacium have continued to grow by working 
hard on their upcoming album, increasing their fanbase and producing their first ever 
music video whilst working within COVID-19 guidelines. They have currently released two 
singles ‘Bad Guy’ and ‘Love Me For a Day’ as well as a demo of upcoming album track 
‘Wish I Didn’t Know Your Sister’. 


Remaining passionate about performing live with new bass player Ben Saccone, and 
having a brand new catalogue of original music, that features distinctive and impactful 
songwriting. The lads take inspiration from punk legends the Sex Pistols as well as pop-
punkers Busted, YUNGBLUD and Machine Gun Kelly to mention but a few, the lads are 
excited to embark on their ‘new era’ with a new album coming up and ambitious plans for 
2021. 


Wrong Words will be released across all streaming platforms on January 20th.
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For more information contact: management@rendacium.com 


Music: smarturl.it/rendacium

Website: www.rendacium.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/rendacium/ 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/rendacium
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